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WIN A GALAXY TAB S9 WHEN JOINING MINI GAME ON 

SOL APP OF SHINHAN BANK VIETNAM  

Ho Chi Minh City, on 06th December 2023 – On occasion of Christmas Eve 2023. 

Shinhan Bank Vietnam Limited (“Shinhan Bank”) has launched a mini game on Shinhan 

SOL Vietnam application, which offers the players opportunities to win a Galaxy Tab S9. 

SOL bear mascot and characters from the Shinhan Friends collection are waiting for the 

winners with extremely attractive and valuable prizes when joining the mini game to 

catch the Christmas gifts. 

The prize structure of this promotion program includes: 01 first prize with a Samsung 

Galaxy Tab S9 (Wifi) 128GB, a case and a keyboard; 01 second prize with Galaxy Buds2 

Pro headphones; 48 prizes of VND 500,000 cashback to credit card and 2,000 Got-it 

vouchers. Total value of the prize is up to VND 100 million.   

The mini game lasted from December 06th, 2023 until the end of January 06th, 2024 is 

expected to encourage the use of Shinhan SOL Vietnam application as well as the credit 

card payment method (cashless payment) during the peak year-end shopping period for 

Shinhan Bank’s individual customers. 

Please kindly access the “Games” menu on Shinhan SOL Vietnam application to 

participate in the mini game. Customers will receive gameplays through missions: daily 

login the SOL app, spend by Shinhan credit card or pay Shinhan credit card statement on 

Shinhan SOL Vietnam application. 

Players will move the chimney to catch the gifts from SOL bear, accumulate points to 

unlock 08 levels and collect characters in Shinhan Friends Collection. Players continue to 

play and accumulate points to win the Final Prize after completing all 08 levels. 

Please kindly find the details of this program at: 

https://shinhan.com.vn/en/promotion/catch-me-get-galaxy.html  

Shinhan Bank has constantly improved and updated new utilities on Shinhan SOL 

Vietnam application during the past time, including the winning mini-games on the 
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application with the desire of not only enhancing the optimal transaction experiences on 

the digital platform, but also bringing interesting moments of relaxation to customers. 

Simultaneously, the Bank has also constantly applied advanced technologies to 

products/services in a more professional and convenient direction, including individual 

credit card products, thereby contributing to implement the Vietnam’s national strategy in 

promoting a comprehensive finance, as well as cashless payment method.   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

ABOUT SHINHAN BANK VIETNAM 

Shinhan Bank Vietnam Limited (“Shinhan Bank”) is a subsidiary of 

Shinhan Bank Korea, an affiliate of Shinhan Financial Group (SFG). 

SFG is the leading financial holding company in Korea and listed to 

both Korea Exchange (KRX) and New York Stock Exchange 

(NYSE).  

In Vietnam, Shinhan Bank’s history can be traced back to 1993 when 

Shinhan Bank first opened the representative office in Ho Chi Minh 

City. Over the history of 30 years, Shinhan Bank has built a broad 

network expanding from the North, the Central and the South of 

Vietnam. Currently, Shinhan Bank has been offering a diversified 

portfolio of tailored corporate and consumer banking products and 

solutions. 

In 2023, Shinhan Bank was received three consecutive awards from 

the prestigious international organizations, including: Best Foreign 

Retail Bank Vietnam 2023 granted by Global Business Review 

Magazine, Best Foreign Digital Bank Vietnam 2023 granted by 

International Business Magazine and Best Foreign Bank Vietnam 

2023 granted by World Economic Magazine. 

For more information about Shinhan Bank Vietnam, please visit  

Website: https://shinhan.com.vn/ 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/Shinhanbankvn/ 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/nganhangshinhan/ 
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